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Abstract. This paper reviews recent results form the NA62 and NA48 exper-

iments at CERN. NA62 has searched for the K → πνν̄ with an in-ﬂight decay
technique. The analysis of 1.2 · 1011 decays has found one event compatible
with the Standard Model prediction, giving an upper limit for the branching
ratio of 1.4 · 10−9 (95% CL) in the background assumption. Prospects for improvements in the measurement are given. Results on the Kl3 decay form factors from NA48/2 are presented as well as the ﬁrst observation of the decay
K ± → π± π0 e+ e− and the measurement of its branching ratio from the same
experiment.

1 Introduction
1.1 The quest for K + → π+ νν̄ and KL → π0 νν̄

The ultra rare decays K → πνν̄ are, among the many rare ﬂavour changing neutral current K
and B decays, a powerful tool to search for new physics through underlying mechanisms of
ﬂavour mixing. Several circumstances allow to compute the SM branching ratio to very high
precision:
• the O(G2F ) electroweak amplitudes exhibit a power-like GIM mechanism
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• the top-quark loops largely dominate the matrix element
• the sub-leading charm-quark contributions have been computed at NNLO order [1]
• the hadronic matrix element can be extracted from the branching ratio of the K + → π0 e+ ν
decay, well known experimentally [2].
The current predictions for the branching ratios are [3]:
BR(K + → π+ νν̄) = (8.4 ± 1.0) × 10−11
BR(KL → π0 νν̄) = (3.4 ± 0.6) × 10−11
The uncertanties are dominated by the experimental knowledge of the external inputs.
These decays are sensitive to extensions of the SM, like for instance:
• MSSM analyses [6, 7]
• Littlest Higgs with T-parity [8]
• Simpliﬁed Z and Z’ [9]
• Randall-Sundrum models with protective custodial symmetry [10]
• LFU violation models [11]
Thanks to the SM suppression and existing constraints from K physics, variations of the
K → πνν̄ BRs from the SM predictions induced by new physics at mass scales up to 100
TeV/c2 can be observed with a 10% precision.
The decay K + → π+ νν̄ has been observed by the experiments E787 and E949 at the
−10
Brookhaven National Laboratory and the measured branching ratio is 1.73+1.15
−1.05 × 10
0
−8
[12]. A limit BR(KL → π νν̄) < 2.6 × 10 at 90%CL has been published by the E391a
Collaboration[13].
1.2 Semileptonic kaon decays

The Kl3 decay width in the absence of radiative corrections can be represented by the Dalitz
plot density depending on El and Eπ [14] and the vector and scalar form factors, f+ (t) and
f0 (t). For Ke3 decays only f+ (t) will contribute. The following form factor parametrizations
have been used in the analysis: the quadratic parametrization [15], the pole parametrization
[16] and the dispersive parametrization [17]. An improvement on the precision of the form
factors measurement contributes to reduce the uncertainty of |Vus |.
1.3 The decay K ± → π± π0 e+ e−

Radiative kaon decays, dominated by long-distance effects, could bring information on shortdistance processes considering speciﬁc modes in speciﬁc kinematical areas. The case of
K ± → π± π0 e+ e− is relevant as the virtual photon giving the e+ e− pair can be emitted either by
Inner Bremsstrahlung (IB) or by Direct Emission (DE). These components, as well as their
interference, offer interesting short and long-distance observables which can be studied in a
kinematical space including the non-zero q2 = m2ee variable. Only few theoretical publications
are available [18–20] and the decay has not yet been observed. The NA48/2 measurements
of the magnetic and electric terms in the K ± → π± π0 γ decay has been used in [18] to predict
the branching ratio of the single components of the K ± → π± π0 e+ e− decay.
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2 The NA62 experiment at CERN
NA62 aims to collect about 100 K + → π+ νν̄ decays in two years of running, to measure
the branching ratio with 10% precision, with an acceptance of ∼ 10%. This measurement
requires a beam line providing at least 1013 kaon decays, integrated over the data taking
period. In addition a background rejection factor O(1012 ) is required, to extract the signal
in the overwhelming abundance of the main K + decay modes. Indeed K + → π+ π0 (21%)
and K + → µ+ ν (63%) should be rejected using respectively photon veto detectors and muon
identiﬁers. The use of a high energy kaon beam (75 GeV/c) has an advantage in the ﬁrst case,
because for Pπ+ < 35 GeV/c the energy of the photons from the π0 is larger than 40 GeV and
the efficiency for photon rejection is very high. Additional particle ID is needed to eliminate
other backgrounds and to identify the pa rent kaon inside the unseparated beam.
The beam line can provide the required intensity of about 3 × 1012 protons/pulse at an
energy of 75 GeV with 1% momentum bite. The beam contains π+ (70%), protons (23%)
and K + (6%). The rate seen by the detectors along the beam line, integrated over a surface of
12.5 cm2 , is about 750 MHz. The decay region is deﬁned to be a 80 m volume downstream of
the last beam line element. The decay volume is evacuated down to 10−6 mbar, to minimize
the multiple scattering of the decay products and the number of interactions of the beam with
the residual gas. The rate downstream is given mainly by kaon decay products and is about
10 MHz.
The layout of the detector is shown in Fig.1; the description of the apparatus can be found
in [21].
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Figure 1. Horizontal view of the NA62 detector. The various labels refers to the detector elements.

3 K + → π+ νν̄ analysis strategy
The analysis is based for the time being on a cut and count method, deﬁning signal regions
using the squared missing mass, m2miss = (pK − pπ )2 (Fig. 2), assuming the output particle is a
π+ and computed for events with a single Straw track and for events with more than one track
if no combination gives a vertex. Events with Straw track momentum larger than 35 GeV/c
are rejected to better suppress the K + → π+ π0 , as lower track momentum implies higher π0
energy, better detectable. A lower cut in track momentum of 15 GeV/c is applied, as in this
case the pion is below the threshold in the RICH.
Events with hits in either the LAV, IRC, SAC and HASC in time with the π+ are rejected,
as well as those with extra clusters in the LKr if they are more than 10 cm away from the
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Figure 2. Kaon decays squared missing mass versus Straw track momentum.
Table 1. Expected signal and background events for the 2016 data

Process
K + → π+ νν̄
K + → π+ π0 (γ)IB
K + → π+ ν(γ)IB
K + → π+ π− e+ ν
K + → π+ π+ π−
Upstream Background
Total Background

Expected events in signal regions
0.267 ± 0.001 stat ± 0.02 syst ± 0.032ext
0.064 ± 0.007 stat ± 0.006 syst
0.020 ± 0.003 stat ± 0.003 syst
0.018+0.024
−0.017 | stat ± 0.009 syst
0.002 ± 0.001 stat ± 0.002 syst
0.050+0.090
−0.030 | stat
0.15 ± 0.09 stat ± 0.01 syst

impact point of the π+ . Muon background is rejected using the combined information from
the calorimeters and the RICH.
The single event sensitivity (SES) is S ES = (3.15 ± 0.01 stat ± 0.24 syst ) · 10−10 , where the
major contribution to the systematic error is due to the estimation of the loss due to random
veto, which will improve in the future. Two signal regions are deﬁned: Region I between the
K + → µ+ ν and K + → π+ π0 peaks and Region II between the K + → π+ π0 peak and the area
populated by K + → π+ π+ π− . The signal acceptance is 4%, of which 1% in Region I and 3%
in Region II.
Table 1 gives the number of expected signal and background events. One event is found
in Region II (Fig. 3): the ring of the decay track in the RICH is shown in Fig. 4, consistent
with a pion track.
In the assumption that the event is background, a 95% upper limit could be placed
BR(K + → π+ νν̄) < 14 × 10−10
If the candidate is taken to be signal, the corresponding branching ratio at 68% CL is
−11
BR(K + → π+ νν̄) < 28+44
−23 × 10

This result is not competitive with the previous ones, but it shows that the in-ﬂight technique works. NA62 has accumulated during 2017 20 times more statistics and it is continuing
to take data in 2018, accumulating at the end of run about 20 SM events. The collaboration
is seeking approval to continue the data taking after LS2 to complete the measurement with
a precision of 10%.
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Figure 3. The events passing the analysis cuts, with the candidate in Region II

Figure 4. RICH hits for the candidate event

4 Form factors of K ± → π0 l± ν decays
The total number of events on the ﬁnal samples of data taken with the NA48 detector [22] are
4.278 × 106 Ke3 and 2.907 × 106 Kµ3 .
The measurements of the form factors are obtained by minimizing the difference between
data (background subtracted) and simulated Dalitz plots in 5×5 MeV2 bins. The semileptonic
radiative Monte Carlo samples have been simulated with a speciﬁc generator [27].
NA48/2 is the ﬁrst experiment measuring the form factors using both K + and K − . The
Kµ3 result is dominated by the statistical error, the Ke3 by the uncertainty on background.
The Kµ3 and Ke3 are in agreement within each other and the combined results are competitive
with the current world average. To avoid partially correlated systematic uncertainties in the
averaging of the Kµ3 and Ke3 results, the complete analysis has been repeated considering the
two decay modes as a unique data set, containing two Dalitz plots simultaneously ﬁtted with
a common set of form factor parameters. Fig. 5 shows the 39% conﬁdence contours for the
joint form factors using the quadratic parametrization, together with earlier measurements.
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Figure 5. Conﬁdence levels for the quadratic parametrization of the joint form factors. The ellipses
correspond to 39%CL ( one sigma contour).

5 First observation of the decay K ± → π± π0 e+ e−
The main background contributions to the K ± → π± π0 e+ e− signal are K3πD where one photon
is lost or merged with another particle and K2πD where an extra photon combines with the
Dalitz photon to mimic a π0 → γγ decay. The ﬁrst background is suppressed with a cut on
the squared invariant mass of the π+ π0 system to be greater than 0.12 GeV/c2 . The second
one with the condition that the two possible invariant masses meeγ were more than 7 MeV/c2
away from the mass of the π0 . A total number of 5076 candidates has been selected. π+ π0D is
used as normalization with a total of 16.8 million candidates.
A detailed simulation based on GEANT3[24] has been used to compute the acceptances
for the signal and the background, as well as for the determination of the background. Following the approach in [18], separate acceptances were computed for each component of the
decay and then combined with the expected weights [18][23]. Several generators [25][26][27]
have been used.
The most relevant background contributions to the signal are K3πD with 159±8 events and
K2πD with 130 ± 24 events (Fig. 6). For the normalization, Kµ3D contributes with 15182 ± 173
events, while Ke3D with 10334 ± 140 events (Fig. 7).
The branching ratio is computed with
BR(K ± → π± π0 e+ e− ) = BRnorm ·

(NS −NBS )·AN ·ǫL1N ·ǫL2N
(NN −NBN )·AS ·ǫL1S ·ǫL2S

The preliminary result is
BR(K ± → π± π0 e+ e− ) = (4.22 ± 0.06 stat ± 0.04 syst ± 0.13ext ) × 10−6
Predictions from [18][23] are 4.183 × 10−6 for IB only, 4.229 × 10−6 including DE and INT
terms and 4.145×10−6 including also isospin breaking corrections, compatible with our result
within the experimental errors.

6 Conclusions
NA62 has demonstrated the goodness of the in-ﬂight technique to search for K + → π+ νν̄ decays. With the analysis of the 2016 data, one candidate has been found with an expected
background of 0.15 events. A 95% CL limit could be placed on the branching ratio as
BR(K + → π+ νν̄) < 14 × 10−10 .
Precise form factors for the semileptonic decays of K ± have been obtained from the analysis of the NA48/2 data.
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Figure 6. Data-MC comparison for the signal: reconstructed invariant masses for π0 (left), for the kaon
(center) and for mee in log scale.

Figure 7. Normalization mode. Left: Mπ0 D . Center: Mππ0 . Right: mee spectrum in log scale.
D

NA48/2 reported the ﬁrst observation of the decay K ± → π± π0 e+ e− and measured a
preliminary branching ratio, in agreement with theoretical predictions.
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